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ATTRACTION
We can sometimes escape from jail; but we cannot escape from
our thoughts. Unwise thinking is the key to imprisonment, and wise
thinking is the key to freedom. Thought is the key, which locks or opens all the
doors of Life. Dominant thoughts select which doors we choose to open. Shall
we visit heaven or hell today?
Thought is a fickle foundation; if cracked or unstable, nothing of substance can
stand for long upon it, no matter how elegant the structure we build above it
through our illusion. We attract people, places, and events into our lives by the
polarity of our thinking, just as surely as the north pole of a magnet attracts
south. Crime, poverty, war, destruction and disease – all are attracted to those
thoughts, which encourage and empower them. This attraction may be on a
personal level, as a group or even a nation. We can attempt to lock up or even
kill an enemy, but ten more wait eagerly outside the castle door. The war of
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duality always obliges our hidden desires, until we declare the balance of inner
peace.
The outer world is a reflection of the inner world. The outer world is a mirror,
which Life holds in front of us, so that we can see ourselves the way others
see us. A painted face is temporary at best. But when our dominant thoughts
change, the outer world also changes automatically, for it reflects the essence
of our new state of mind.
No society can ever breed laws and justice systems greater than the wisdom
of its collective Soul. Illusion grows illusion, and Love grows Love. We reap
what we sow.
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